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Facebook Twitter Linkedin Pinterest All ships carrying 13 or more passengers and having a foreign or international itinerary with U.S. ports are under the jurisdiction of the Vessel Sanitation Program (VSP). This program is monitored by the CDC. These vessels are inspected (unannounced) twice a year and subjected to inspection when necessary. The inspections focus on:The ship's water supply (to
determine how water is stored, distributed, protected, and disinfected)The ship's pools and spas (to ensure proper filtration and disinfection)The ship's food (to determine how to protect food during storage, preparation and service)The potential for contamination of food and water (to determine what interventions are necessary for monitoring)Practice and personal hygiene of ship personnel (to ensure the
use of appropriate hygienic practices and cleanliness)The ship's general cleanliness and physical condition (to ensure the cleanliness and absence of insects and rodents)The ship The ship's training programmes in general environmental and public health practice (to determine the extent and effectiveness of this training) Ships receive a score based on a 100-point scale. To pass inspection, a ship must
score 85 or above. If a ship is not inspected, it will normally be recycled within 30 to 45 days. However, if the cause of the fault poses an imminent risk to public health, the VSP may recommend that the ship does not sail. Inspection reports, results and additional information can be viewed on the VSP website. A report referred to as green sheet can also be viewed on the website, which is a list of all current
inspection results for active vessels in the program. Does a low score mean poor sanitation? In general, the lower the score, the lower the level of sanitation. However, a low score does not mean that passengers will suffer stomach problems or other illnesses. Ships are required to maintain a standardized gastrointestinal illness report for each cruise, with the number of cases of illnesses by the date of
onset and the total number of affected passengers and crew members. If at least 3 % or more of the passengers and/or crew members have gastrointestinal illness on a given cruise, the VSP may carry out an investigation to determine whether an outbreak has occurred. How widespread is gastrointestinal disease on cruise ships? Given the number of people enjoying cruises each year, the number of
gastrointestinal illnesses on cruise ships is very low. There was an increase in the number of outbreaks of norovirus in 2006 and 2007. This occurred at the same time as the emergence of 2 new types of identified as being responsible for 79% of these outbreaks. Norovirus is a highly contagious gastrointestinal disease spread by contaminated food and contact with an object or others that are infected. The
CDC reports that it's not clear whether the increase in outbreaks is directly related to how these new types of norovirus were spread, to their ability to cause disease, or to another unknown factor. If you yearn for the open sea but bristle at the thought of all-night discos, thousand-seat dining rooms, or congested Caribbean ports turned duty-free malls, know this: Not all cruise ships are large, floating resorts.
A diminutive but growing industry niche revolves around small vessels—a wide range of yachts, rugged expedition ships and classic sailing schooners—where passenger counts top out at 200 instead of 2,000. In addition to offering a cosier atmosphere, the size of these ships creates a completely different experience, on board and on land. You can kayak from a wasteland lake in Mexico with Lindblad,
trim the sails and climb the rigging with the Star Clippers, follow a whale into a tranquil fjord in Alaska on a Cruise West ship, or hop around the Greek islands aboard the easyCruises converted ferry. Small-ship cruising isn't just about caviar and private cabanas of luxury ships either (most of them are also small). It's more about geographical access to the world's more undiseffeted ports. In the Southern
Caribbean, for example, your itinerary on the Canadian Sailing Expedition's tall ship Caledonia can avoid the Tent Barbados for the stunning, volcanic Union Island. And when Caledonia sails in Canada and New England, you can get perspective on Newfoundland's ancient sea culture from a built-in expert, and then visit Port au Choix, a small town rich in fishing history. Of course, these intimate
experiences mean abandoning big-ship facilities like Broadway-style shows, multiple eateries, expansive children's programs, and endless watering holes. Plus, enjoying such a personal setting as you explore the globe, typically comes at a premium price with a few notable exceptions (see budget pick below). That said, typical cruise holiday add-ons like excursions are often included in the fare, as are
access to kayaks and bikes. Before we start in our picks, let's answer a question: How do we define small ones? It is a bit of an arbitrary distinction; with new cruise ships like the 153,000-ton, 4,200 Norwegian Epic and 220,000-ton, 5,400-passenger Oasis of the Seas on the horizon, the concept of small is relative. For this story, however, we will try to hold on to non-luxury vessels with room for fewer than
300 passengers. Best for Expedition Cruises The Line: Lindblad Expeditions Why: Lindblad Expeditions, allied with National Geographic, offers soft adventure journeys on a fleet of seven skilled vessels carrying from 48 to 150 passengers. Forget big-ship accouterments like in-cabin TV's, casinos and more and restaurants (although the newest ship in the fleet, National Geographic Explorer, has added a
decent sized spa and alternative eatery). Ships are comfortable and there are some good details, like the local and organic foods used in meals. But Lindblad's ships serve more as base camps to explore the world's waters, with cruises to the Galapagos, South Pacific, Indian Ocean, Antarctica, Greenland and the Arctic Circle. In addition to the mandatory zodiacs, which are used to make landings, ships
are equipped with scientific tools like hydrophones (to sniff at marine mammals), underwater cameras and video microscopes. The line has become particularly well-regarded for its staff by topflight naturalists, historians, underwater specialists and expedition leaders who accompany each of its tours. National Geographic photographers accompany each sailing aboard National Geographic Explorer and
most departures on the National Geographic Endeavour, as well as on select photography expeditions across the entire fleet. As you'd expect from National Geographic, there's also a strong emphasis on leaving the smallest possible carbon footprint. Honorable mention: Hurtigruten's Fram Why: The 318-passenger Fram, pathfinder for the Norwegian-based cruise line Hurtigruten, literally covers the globe
from top to bottom and emdash;it sails an annual arctic circle-to-Antarctic Circle world cruise. On board, this ice-hardened polar expeditionship craft offers some stylish twists, like a minimalist Arctic chic design (iceberg sculptures, apt destination photography) and flat-screen TVs in cabins, but don't let trappings fool you &amp; emdash; these cruises are all about nature. Like other expedition vessels, Fram
has its own small landing craft that take passengers to incredible places by the sea. Passengers are an international mix and the ship operates in at least three languages, including English, German and Norwegian. Best for Scenic Nature Cruises The Line: Cruise West Why: Family-owned Cruise West is best known for its up-close-and-personal Alaska travels, but the line is increasingly expanding to places
like Mexico's Sea of Cortez, Central America and Southeast Asia. It uses both company-owned ships and chartered ships. Large ships don't make it to uninhabited Alaskan islands like the Shumagins or to the Bering Sea, as Cruise West's Spirit of Oceanus spends time during a 24-night journey. But despite some of the off-the-grid destinations visited by the line's 78- to 138-passenger ships, the experience
on board is more akin to scenic cruising, focusing on the visual-waterfalls, icebergs, birds, sea creatures. Cruise West cruises are not necessarily for hardcore adventurers. They are more suitable for the nature lover who wants a pleasant way to see wilderness and coastal communities without great ship's distractions and without getting too dirty (unless you're seriously determined). There are lectures on
board (each trip has an exploration leader) and local artists, but otherwise activities are kept to a relatively minimum. Basic excursions are included in the fare (usually a hike), which is snorkel and kayak gear for certain itineraries. The line also makes use of inflatable zodiac signs to explore remote destinations. Honorable mention: Voyages of Discovery's MV Discovery Why: Voyages of Discovery's MV
Discovery takes its budget-savvy older audience on enriching cruises to rarely visited destinations-Iceland, the Faroe Islands, Norway's North Cape, the Amazon, Devil's Island and Easter Island, plus Antarctica and sub-Antarctic islands-without the strict shore excursions and spartan accommodation of true expedition vessels. It is also one of the most reasonably priced options given the exotic itineraries on
offer. On board, passengers will find some traditional big-ship touches, including two pools, several bars, a small spa, and an alternative restaurant. Passenger capacity is 800, but the ship has a policy of never carrying more than 650 passengers, and the experience is airy and social. Best Tall-Ship Cruises The Line: Star Clippers Why: For the tall ship enthusiast, there's nothing quite like sailing under a
starry or sunny sky, powered by the bluster of offshore wind. And if you want to enjoy the power of the breeze as you explore less traveled ports in the southern Caribbean, Southeast Asia, and the Mediterranean, the Star Clippers are hard to beat. The Navy's three ships - the flagship 227-passenger Royal Clipper and 170-passenger twins Star Clipper and Star Flyer - are some of the fastest clipper ships
ever built. Marking the sails catch the breeze, help raise and trim, or morph into a spider and climb high in rigging. On board, passengers don't adhere to rigid schedules as they might on more conventional cruise ships, and the evening dress code is always elegantly relaxed (with the exception of themed evenings, like Pirate Night). Water sports are also an important part of each cruise, with free
snorkeling, kayaking, sailing and other sea-based activities offered directly from the ship. (You can also get your diving certification.) The Star Clippers have a new tall ship slated for launch in spring 2011. The five-mast sailing ship will be the largest sailing ship ever built with 7,400 gross two tons and 518 feet in length. The new build will carry 296 passengers, still below our 300 passenger limit. Honorable
mention: Canadian Sailing Expeditions Why: While the Star Clippers offer a fairly basic sailing experience, Canadian Sailing Expeditions is even more so: it's like an adult camp for sailing enthusiasts. A cruise aboard the relaxed, 62-passenger, 12-sail Caledonia also provides an enrichment experience that focuses on history and natural attractions in the unique places it visits. The ship spends summers in
the Canadian Maritimes, avoiding popular places like Halifax and Quebec City for less-visited ports like Tadoussac, Quebec and Lark Newfoundland. During its winter Caribbean season, ports include off-the-grid locations like Mayreau, Union Island, and Les Saintes. The ship drops anchor in ports overnight, which has two advantages: maximum day-time sailing and nightlife sampling. Best Budget Cruises
The Line: easyCruise Why: It's true that rates have been climbing for the past few years, but easyCruise is still one of the cheapest options for small-ship Greek islands cruising (and not paying brochure rates-line is constantly offering special deals). Cruises sail on bare-bones easyCruise Life, which has only one restaurant, a small gym, and Spartan cabins, many of which have a quad-occupancy bunk-bed
setup. Maximum capacity is 600 passengers, which we realize is larger than all the aforementioned ships, but a flight on easyCruise Life is small ship cruising through and through. The port stops are one of a kind - up to 20 hours anchored in popular cruise locations like Mykonos and Rhodes, combined with long calls in unique-to-cruising islands like Syros and Kalymnos - and the built-in vibes look like a
small community of young, active travelers who don't need much of a ship apart from grabbing a quick meal, sleeping and hitching a trip to the next port. This is serious no-frills, destination-intensive cruising on the cheap, with special rates sometimes hovering around $30 per person, per night hostel area-if you're cool with a quad room or small windowless double. Prices also include two meals and daily
cleaning. Honorable mention: The closest approximation to easyCruise is the Greek ferry system, a popular method of inter-island travel among the islands. After all, easyCruise Life is a converted ferry. Ferry.
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